CONTRACT OF SALE
THE BREEDER
I am selling you a Kitten that is Fit, Healthy at the time of sale, well socialised
Wormed and free from flea’s, and free from any visible defects
It will come with a 4 Generation Pedigree, some food it is used to and diet plan guide
to work from, a sample of litter it is used to making the change over easier. The
Kitten will also come with a 4 weeks Pet plan Insurance, which will cover you for
the initial hand over period- -which I advise you to renew for at least the first year.
THE NEW OWNER
1.Will be expected to keep the kitten in clean warm surroundings- -with enough
room to have adequate exercise with either or both human or animal company at
least part of the day. If you are out at work all day it would be a good idea to have
an other cat /kitten as company for him/her.
2. If you suspect any health problems you should seek veterinary advice and
treatment.
3. Always feed good quality food and always have clean fresh water at lib
4. Make sure the Kitten has Annual Vaccinations through its life, wormed every 3
months and preventative Flea treatment monthly – for instance Frontline.
You will have him/her Neutered /spayed by the age of 6 months old.
4. Not to let him/her outside until at least 1 year old / hopefully in fenced garden and
not near busy roads.
5. I Advise you to renew the Pet plan Insurance for at least the 1st year as kittens can
be quite accident prone
6. Will notify me if you are having to rehome, so I can help guide you in the right
direction of suitable new home.
UNDER NO CERCUMSTANCIES PUT KITTEN / CAT IN A CAT RESCUE
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